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Abstract

Recent studies highlighted the benefits of a support infrastructure located

in Cislunar environment, which would ease the design of forthcoming space

missions with a favorable access from and to the lunar surface, the Earth and

many interplanetary destinations. Multi-body orbits rose a peculiar interest and

were selected to stage a human-robotic exploration outpost; the family of Near

Rectilinear Halo Orbits (NRHO), in particular, appears specifically suitable in

these regards. Among the different capabilities that such outpost will tend to,

the docking with other crewed or autonomous vehicles is a key feature that

shall be present. Although low Earth orbit (LEO) rendezvous and docking is

well assessed, no mission has performed such task in a multi-body gravitational

environment. The paper presents a guidance, navigation and control (GNC)

framework for 6 degrees of freedom (6DOF) coupled Cislunar rendezvous and

docking. A feasible operational rendezvous scenario is detailed and exploited

to define open-loop and closed-loop GNC functions for far-range and close-

range. Then, the final approach is analyzed, proposing a closed-loop GNC

that encompasses coupled translational-rotational dynamics. Vision-based only

relative navigation techniques are applied to Cislunar multi-body dynamics to

guarantee a coupled state estimation with a simple suite of sensors and a broad

applicability range, ranging from passively cooperative to non-cooperative or

unknown target spacecraft.

Keywords

Cislunar Space; Multi-body Orbit; Rendezvous; Guidance, Navigation and

Control; Coupled 6DOF Dynamics.

1. Introduction1

The Cislunar environment is a promising location for future space explo-2

ration architectures, both crewed and robotic. Recent studies and the Global3
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Exploration Roadmap [1, 2] highlighted the benefits of a support infrastructure4

located in such an environment, leveraging the dynamical features offered by5

non-Keplerian multi-body orbits. Among those, the family of Near Rectilin-6

ear Halo Orbits (NRHO), in particular, appears specifically suitable to stage a7

human-robotic exploration outpost [3].8

The on-orbit operations of a complex and, possibly, modular space system in9

lunar vicinity would require a sound improvement in the available techniques to10

perform autonomous rendezvous and docking between uncrewed spacecraft in11

such peculiar space environment. In fact, although low Earth orbit (LEO) ren-12

dezvous and docking is well assessed by international space agencies, no mission13

has performed such task in a multi-body gravitational environment. Moreover,14

despite non-Keplerian n-body dynamics is well known and exploited in trajec-15

tory design and optimization studies [4], its application in Guidance, Navigation16

and Control (GNC) systems is more recent and occasionally overlooked in cer-17

tain implementations [5]. As a matter of fact, supported by the idea of frequent18

updates in the navigation measurements, the GNC design may be sometimes19

founded on simple, albeit improper, 2-body based dynamical models. Ren-20

dezvous and docking operations require to consider also the rotational state of21

the spacecraft involved. Thus, the exploitation of coupled 6 degrees of freedom22

(6DOF) dynamics may be beneficial to design a comprehensive GNC chain,23

which is able to manage both the translation and rotation relative motion. In24

these regards, the inclusion of coupled attitude dynamics in multi-body Cislunar25

space environment is recent and not often included in GNC applications.26

Existing literature provides different research studies dedicated to relative27

motion and rendezvous problem in Cislunar space. In 1971, Gerding formulated28

rendezvous equations in the vicinity of the second libration point of the Earth-29

Moon system [6]. Then, the study of relative dynamics control in the restricted30

3-body problem was applied to formation flying by Gurfil [7] and Héritier [8].31

More investigations about dynamical models and GNC strategies to support32

the design of rendezvous operations in Earth-Moon L2 orbits were presented by33

Mand, Sanchez and D’Souza [9, 10, 11]. Many of these works were developed on34
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classic restricted 3-body formulations, which are helpful for a theoretical insight,35

but sometime lack a factual GNC implementation and an accurate dynamical36

modeling of Cislunar environment.37

First studies about coupled 6DOF dynamics in multi-body orbits assumed38

the spacecraft as artificially maintained close to the equilibrium points and39

only the stability of the motion was considered by Kane [12] and Robinson40

[13]. In the second decade of the 21st century, the coupling between orbital41

and attitude motion was investigated by Guzzetti [14, 15], Colagrossi [16] and42

Bucci [17] providing different families of orbit-attitude solutions in restricted 3-43

body problem. The knowledge of orbit-attitude coupling in multi-body Cislunar44

space was applied to relative dynamics problems just in recent years [18], but a45

coupled 6DOF GNC framework has not yet proposed for this kind of scenario.46

Relative navigation architectures strongly depend on the distances between47

the spacecraft involved in proximity operations. Above a few thousand meters,48

the usage of optical navigation techniques is limited to very coarse estimation49

of the line-of-sight; here, the attitude relative navigation is neither feasible nor50

relevant, since the attitude of the involved spacecraft will likely not be con-51

strained for what concern the relative pose. On the contrary, when the proxim-52

ity operations occur at a few hundred meters, optical techniques show promising53

results for relative 6DOF navigation [19]. These navigation approaches would54

not require additional sensors other than the optical ones, and they were pro-55

posed in recent years, by Zhang [20] and Pesce [21, 22], for generic orbits, not56

set in Cislunar space. Relative navigation for rendezvous in Cislunar multi-57

body environment was studied by Muñoz [23], who proposed different sensor58

fusion strategies to cope with the problem requirements. However, a 6DOF59

vision-based only navigation method is not available in existing non-Keplerian60

multi-body literature.61

For these reasons, the paper presents a GNC framework to deal with the62

problem of 6DOF rendezvous in multi-body Cislunar environment, proposing63

guidance strategies, vision-based navigation techniques and control laws for a64

full orbit-attitude rendezvous and docking. The study is particularly keen on65
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exploring the dynamical features of non-Keplerian environment in lunar vicinity,66

both to highlight the beneficial influence on the rendezvous design capabilities67

and to stress the limitations of GNC systems based on incorrect dynamical68

modeling. The GNC design, based on open-loop guidance at far-range and69

closed-loop guidance at close-range, is motivated by the relative trajectories70

trying to exploit the dynamical features of multi-body Cislunar orbits, both71

for maneuver cost minimization and for trajectory safety. Moreover, vision-72

based only navigation techniques are considered to prove the feasibility of this73

navigation method when applied to Cislunar environment; they are embedded74

in the proposed coupled 6DOF GNC architecture, when dealing with closed-75

loop guidance and control, while the spacecraft are in close proximity. This76

choice is beneficial for the whole GNC design, since it guarantees the largest77

applicability range of the presented methods, even with passively cooperative,78

non-cooperative or unknown spacecraft, or when a limited suite of sensors is79

available.80

The resulting GNC formulation is motivated by a careful dynamical compar-81

ison among different modeling approaches, which is dedicated to highlight the82

large errors that are present whenever the actual non-Keplerian multi-body dy-83

namics is neglected. The increased modelling complexity with respect to 2-body84

based dynamical models is justified with the reduction of the GNC update fre-85

quency, which is possible by exploiting the proper dynamics existing in Cislunar86

space.87

Finally, a feasible rendezvous strategy is defined, analyzing the concept of88

the rendezvous operations with a passively cooperative vehicle in lunar NRHO.89

2. Dynamical Models and Background90

Cislunar space dynamics can be described exploiting a restricted n-body91

problem modeling approach, which considers the body T , with mass mT , under92

the influence of the Earth, with mass mE , and the Moon, with mass mM ,93

assuming mT � mE ,mM . The perturbations of Cislunar space, mainly due to94
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Figure 1: Absolute and relative 6DOF dynamics model.

the presence of the Sun and to the real motion of Earth and Moon, are included95

in the following discussion.96

The body mT is extended and three-dimensional, as represented in Figure 1.97

The position of its center of mass is described by the position vector rT , and the98

orientation of the body reference frame T with respect to an inertial reference99

frame, I, is conveniently described using the four-dimensional quaternion vector,100

IqT , which represents a rotation from T to I. The frame I is centered at the101

center of mass of the system, O and it is defined by the axes X̂, Ŷ and Ẑ.102

The dynamics can also be conveniently visualized in a rotating reference103

frame, S, which is called Synodic frame. It is centered in O; the first axis, x̂, is104

aligned with the vector from mE to mM ; the third axis, ẑ, is in the direction of105

the angular velocity of S, ωS(t) = ωS(t)ẑ; ŷ completes the right-handed triad,106

as shown in Figure 1. It shall be noted that no assumption on circular motion107

of the two primaries has been done. Thus, the angular velocity of the Synodic108

frame is not constant in time, but it is defined by the actual motion of the Earth109

and the Moon around their common barycenter. At time t = 0, the rotating110

frame S is aligned to the inertial frame I and, in this paper, it is mainly used111

for visualization purposes.112
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2.1. Absolute Dynamics for 6DOF Rendezvous in Multi-body Orbits113

The orbital equations of motion of the body mT in Cislunar space can be

written considering the gravitational attraction of the two primaries, plus the

contribution of the Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) and the fourth body grav-

ity of the Sun acting on the Earth-Moon system [24]. The resulting absolute

dynamics equations in the I frame are written in scalar form as:

fx =


ẋ = vx

ẏ = vx

ż = vz

(1)

fv =


v̇x = −µE(x−xE)

r3TE

− µM (x−xM )
r3TM

+ aSRPx
+ a4thx

v̇y = −µE(y−yE)
r3TE

− µM (y−yM )
r3TM

+ aSRPy + a4thy

v̇z = −µE(z−zE)
r3TE

− µM (z−zM )
r3TM

+ aSRPz
+ a4thz

,

(2)

where x, y and z are the Cartesian coordinates of T expressed in terms of114

the Inertial reference frame, I; vx, vy and vz are the velocity components of the115

bodymT in I; aSRPx,y,z
and a4thx,y,z

are the scalar components of the perturbing116

accelerations due to the SRP and to the gravitational effect of the Sun on the117

Earth-Moon system. The distances between the center of mass of mT and the118

two primaries are respectively rTE
=
√

(x− xE)2 + (y − yE)2 + (z − zE)2 for119

the Earth, and rTM
=
√

(x− xM )2 + (y − yM )2 + (z − zM )2 for the Moon. The120

position vector of Earth, rE = [xE , yE , zE ]T, and Moon, rM = [xM , yM , zM ]T121

are retrieved from their ephemerides. The standard gravitational parameters of122

Earth and Moon are indicated as µE = GmE and µM = GmM , where G is the123

universal gravitational constant.124

The attitude dynamics of the body mT is described by the Euler equations

of motion in Cislunar space [16]. Euler equations include the gravity torques

exerted by the two primaries, the gravity gradient of the fourth body and the

angular accelerations due to the Solar Radiation Pressure. The resulting Euler
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dynamical equations for the attitude dynamics are expressed as:

fω =



ω̇1 = I3−I2
I1

(
3µE

r5TE

l2l3 + 3µM

r5TM

h2h3 − ω2ω3

)
+ αSRP1

+ α4th1

ω̇2 = I1−I3
I2

(
3µE

r5TE

l1l3 + 3µM

r5TM

h1h3 − ω1ω3

)
+ αSRP2

+ α4th2

ω̇3 = I2−I1
I3

(
3µE

r5TE

l1l2 + 3µM

r5TM

h1h2 − ω1ω2

)
+ αSRP3

+ α4th3
,

(3)

where ω1, ω2 and ω3 are components of the angular velocity of the body relative125

to I and expressed in the body-fixed reference frame T , IωT ; li are the direction126

cosines in the reference T of the unit position vector from mE to mT , r̂TE
; hi127

are those related with r̂TM
; αSRP1,2,3

and α4th1,2,3
are the components of the128

angular accelerations introduced before, respectively due to the SRP and to the129

gravitational influence of the Sun. I1, I2 and I3 are the principal moments of130

inertia of mT , IT .131

The fundamental rules of attitude kinematics allow the propagation of the

rotational motion from the attitude dynamics. In fact, it is possible to evaluate

the time rate of change of the quaternion vector from the body angular velocity

as:

fq =



q̇1 = 1
2 (ω1q4 − ω2q3 + ω3q2)

q̇2 = 1
2 (ω1q3 + ω2q4 − ω3q1)

q̇3 = 1
2 (−ω1q2 + ω2q1 + ω3q4)

q̇4 = − 1
2 (ω1q1 + ω2q2 + ω3q3),

(4)

where q1, q2, q3 and q4 are the quaternion components of IqT .132

2.2. Relative Dynamics for 6DOF Rendezvous in Multi-body Orbits133

Relative dynamics in multi-body orbits is based on the absolute dynamics134

presented in the previous section. The formulation is developed for two bodies,135

target spacecraft, T , and chaser spacecraft, C, of generic masses mT and mC in136

the inertial reference frame I.137

The relative translational dynamics is immediately available from the defi-

nition of the relative position vector, x:

x ≡ δr = rC − rT , (5)
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which, in the inertial reference frame, can be straightforwardly differentiated in

time obtaining:

ẍ = r̈C − r̈T , (6)

where r̈C and r̈T are the absolute acceleration vectors of chaser and target (i.e.138

the reference), available from the absolute dynamics equations of the two bodies,139

in Equation (2). The inertial reference frame is convenient to derive the relative140

orbital dynamics since it allows having a direct comparison between relative141

and absolute trajectories, which is helpful to develop the GNC functions, as142

explained in Section 3.143

The derivation of relative attitude dynamics is not straightforward as the144

translational one. In fact, it describes the rotational motion of the chaser relative145

to the target frame, or vice versa; in both cases, the relative attitude dynamics146

is expressed with respect to a non-inertial reference frame. In this research147

work, the relative attitude dynamics of the chaser with respect to the target is148

formulated in the body-fixed frame of the chaser, C.149

The relative attitude dynamics formulation requires the introduction of a

relative quaternion, δq, representing the body-fixed frame of the chaser, C,

with respect to the body-fixed frame of the target, T , which is defined as:

δq =I qC ×
(
IqT

)−1
=


χ
(
IqT

)
IqC

(
IqT

)T IqC

 , (7)

where the matrix χ(IqT ) is a 3× 4 matrix defined as:

χ(IqT ) =
[
qT4

I3×3 − [qT123
×] − qT123

]
. (8)

In the previous equation, qT123
= [qT1

, qT2
, qT3

]T is the column vector part of

the target quaternion, IqT , and qT4 is its scalar part; I3×3 is the 3× 3 identity

matrix; [qT123×] is the 3×3 skew-symmetric cross-product matrix. The rotation

matrix R, which transforms a vector from the target reference frame, T , to the

chaser reference frame, C, can be expressed in terms of the relative quaternion,
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δq, as:

R(δq) =


δq2

1 − δq2
2 − δq2

3 + δq2
4 2(δq1δq2 − δq3δq4) 2(δq1δq3 + δq2δq4)

2(δq1δq2 + δq3δq4) −δq2
1 + δq2

2 − δq2
3 + δq2

4 2(δq2δq3 − δq1δq4)

2(δq1δq3 − δq2δq4) 2(δq2δq3 + δq1δq4) −δq2
1 − δq2

2 + δq2
3 + δq2

4

. (9)

At this point, the relative angular velocity can be defined in I as:

δωI =
(
IωC

)
I
−
(
IωT

)
I

= IAC
((
IωC

)
C
−R

(
IωT

)
T

)
, (10)

where IAC =
(
CAI

)T is the attitude matrix from the chaser frame C to the iner-

tial frame I. Note that chaser and target angular velocities
(
IωC

)
I
and

(
IωT

)
I

are expressed in the inertial frame, while
(
IωC

)
C

= IωC and
(
IωT

)
T

= IωT

are expressed in the respective body-fixed frames. Consequently, the relative

angular velocity in C is simply:

δωC = IωC −R IωT . (11)

Finally, it is possible to express the relative attitude dynamics of the chaser

with respect to the target, in the chaser body-fixed frame, C, as:

δω̇C = I−1
C

{
− [δωC×] ICδωC − [δωC×] ICR IωT

+ IC [δωC×]R IωT − [R IωT×] ICδωC + nC

−R
[
(RT ICR− IT ) I−1

T (nT − [IωT×] IT IωT )

+ [IωT×](RTICR− IT )IωT
]
−R nT

}
,

(12)

where IC and IT are the inertia tensors of chaser and target in principal axes; nC150

and nT are the external torque vectors acting on the rigid bodies, respectively151

expressed in C and T [25, 24]. The derivation of the relative attitude kinematics152

is immediate and analogous to the one for absolute quaternions in Equation (4).153

Relative dynamics in Cislunar space can be conveniently expressed in a Local154

Vertical Local Horizontal (LVLH) reference frame centered on the target along155

its nominal orbit. The axes of this reference frame are conveniently denoted also156

as V-bar, H-bar and R-bar, in addition to the usual x, y and z nomenclature.157

The origin of the LVLH frame is located at the center of mass of the target, and158

oriented as follows:159
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• the z−axis – named R-bar – is directed from the center of mass of the160

target towards the center of mass of the Moon;161

• the y−axis - named H-bar - is in the direction obtained by cross multiply-162

ing the R-bar direction with the target’s velocity vector, both computed163

in the Moon centered inertial reference frame. The cross product output164

corresponds, in analogy with Keplerian orbits, to the specific orbital an-165

gular momentum direction, with opposite sign, although such quantity is166

not directly meaningful for non-Keplerian multi-body orbits;167

• the x−axis – named V-bar – completes the right-handed triad, and belongs168

to the plane defined by the target velocity and the radial direction of the169

target.170

The definition of this reference frame comes from a previous literature work [18],171

with the difference that the radial direction is now towards the Moon and not172

in the direction of the Lagrangian point of the orbit.173

2.2.1. Linearized Relative Dynamics174

Linear formulation of the relative dynamics is handy, since guidance, navi-175

gation and control functions can be developed exploiting linear techniques and,176

in general, on-board implementation may exploit linear equations of motion in177

specific sections of the software (e.g. navigation filters). Therefore, to set up178

the framework for linear applications, a linearization of the relative dynamics179

about the target (i.e. reference) spacecraft state can be performed.180

Translational relative dynamics can be linearized assuming the relative dis-181

tance between chaser and target to be small compared to the distance between182

the target and the primaries: ‖x‖ � rTE
and ‖x‖ � rTM

[26]. This condition183

is likely to be satisfied at all times during typical rendezvous operations, when184

the relative distance, ‖x‖, is below 102 − 103 km [27].185

The first order expansion of Equation (6) is expressed as:ẋ

ẍ

 ≈
 0 I3×3

Ξ(t) 0

x

ẋ

+

 0

I3×3

 (δa4th + δaSRP ) , (13)
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where δa4th and δaSRP are the differential perturbing accelerations, and Ξ(t)

is a term dependent on the position of the target spacecraft as:

Ξ(t) =−
(
µE
r3
TE

+
µM
r3
TM

)
I3×3 + 3

µE
r3
TE

[
r̂TE

r̂T
TE

]
+ 3

µM
r3
TM

[
r̂TM

r̂T
TM

]
.

(14)

Equation (14) is generic and can be used to work with full ephemeris models186

or with simplified circular or elliptical models, since the differences stay only in187

the definition of the position vectors of the primaries: as numerical ephemerides188

or as sinusoidal functions.189

Relative attitude Cislunar dynamics can be linearized as in [28]. However,190

the assumptions to have small attitude errors (i.e. δq u [ε1, ε2, ε3, 1 − ε2
4/2]T,191

where ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4 → 0) and small angular rates (i.e. IωC u 0 and IωT u 0) are192

too restrictive for the purposes of this research work. Thus, linearized relative193

attitude dynamics will not be used in this paper.194

2.3. Periodic Orbit Eigen-Spectrum195

The complete understanding of the natural dynamical environment in Cislu-196

nar space is helpful to support the GNC implementation and to drive the mission197

design towards better strategies and favorable locations to stage rendezvous op-198

erations and proximity trajectories. In these regards, the eigen-spectrum of a199

periodic orbit, in the Circular Restricted 3-Body Problem (CR3BP) model, is200

a fundamental feature for trajectory and GNC design. In fact, despite the sim-201

plicity of this model, it is capable to provide a significant dynamical insight to202

analyze the environment characterizing these orbits. Moreover, although the203

space of eigenvectors and eigenvalues is studied in the CR3BP, the validity of204

the results may be extended to any more complex model, where deviations from205

the CR3BP may be seen as perturbations.206

Recently, several studies [24, 27, 29] suggested the use of stable, unstable, and207

center manifolds to perform rendezvous maneuvers. The manifolds computed208

in the CR3BP can be translated into initial guesses for numerical correction209
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algorithm, and employed to design the corresponding trajectories in the full210

ephemeris model. Several methods are available for such numerical correction.211

This research work exploits both single- and multiple-shooting methods [28,212

30]: the former are suitable for short, quasi-linear trajectories (e.g. transfer213

arcs), which can be easily corrected with some iterations of a Newton-Raphson214

method; the latter are best suited for long-term trajectories (e.g. full orbits),215

where the propagation of a single arc would result in an excessive amplification216

of the dynamical non-linearities.217

A thorough discussion of CR3BP manifolds is outside the scope of the current218

paper, and may be found in appropriate literature [31]; for the study at hand,219

two main phase-space directions will be used [27]:220

• the unstable direction, corresponding to an exponential motion away from221

the reference orbit;222

• the center direction, corresponding to a motion along the same orbit.223

The set of eigenvectors is completed by the stable direction, not employed in224

this study. In fact, as passive safety is a key feature of the considered ren-225

dezvous problem the stable manifold does not allow for this. A vehicle on the226

stable manifold will asymptotically approach the target, leading eventually to a227

collision in case of engine malfunction or misfiring.228

It is noted that the aforementioned directions are obtained from 6-dimensional229

eigenvectors. In a real-world application, the only controlled quantity is the ve-230

locity, and it is unrealistic to assume instantaneous position shift within the dis-231

tance ranges considered in this study. This means that a given position must be232

reached in the physical space, with a given velocity, such that the 6-dimensional233

state matches the one dictated by the eigenvector.234

Figure 2 depicts the unstable eigenvectors of a sample southern NRHO, split-235

ting the position (i.e. red arrows in Figure 2) and velocity (i.e. magenta arrows236

in Figure 2) components. This visual representation allows one to understand237

the different dynamical regimes along the orbit:238
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Figure 2: Position and velocity components of unstable eigenvectors along a L2 southern

NRHO. Position components with red arrows, originating from the orbital trajectory, velocity

components with magenta arrows.

• at the aposelene, the dynamics are slow, and the unstable mode mainly239

affects the position component;240

• moving towards the periselene, the unstable eigenvector becomes more241

and more significant in the velocity component, as the dynamics scales242

are faster.243

This behavior allows identifying the aposelene as the most suitable region for244

safe rendezvous, as the slow dynamics is favorable for safe and gradual approach245

strategies [24, 32, 33, 34].246

2.4. Dynamical Models Comparison247

Classic 3-body models provide a useful support to perform preliminary anal-248

yses, as discussed in Section 2.3; the present discussion aims at proving that they249

shall be discarded whenever high-fidelity modeling is sought and the goal of the250

investigation is a practical application on GNC design.251
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Circular Restricted 3-Body Problem and Elliptic Restricted 3-Body Problem252

(ER3BP) lack in representing the true motion of the Earth and the Moon, and253

do not consider the presence of the Sun. These assumptions introduce large254

errors in the model of the Cislunar dynamics, indeed the real motion of the two255

primaries results in a variable Earth-Moon eccentricity that is not negligible in256

dictating the force field that maintains the periodicity of Cislunar orbits. The257

gravity of the Sun plays a non-negligible role as well; the periodic oscillations258

of the non-Keplerian orbits due to the Sun’s gravitational pull are completely259

missed out in a 3-body model [35]. The influence of the SRP would have a260

lower effect on the dynamical results, but it cannot be neglected either for261

practical applications [36]. On the contrary, the contribution of the irregular262

lunar gravity field is not considered in this research work, as it is only relevant263

for low altitude orbits (i.e. less than 750 km) [37]. The presence of the Sun,264

accounted as a radiation pressure source and as a third-body perturbation on265

the Earth-Moon barycenter, together with the ephemerides used to obtain the266

position of the celestial bodies, sets the present discussion in the framework of267

a Full Ephemeris Restricted 4-Body Problem (FER4BP).268

Taking as example the NRHO case, significant deviations between classic 3-269

body models and FER4BP trajectories are evident. An oscillation of∼ 5−10 deg270

on the "line of orbit apses" is missed whenever the Sun’s gravity is not accounted271

for in the dynamical model [35]. Thus, 3-body models determine an absolute272

error of ∼ 6000 km on the aposelene position, compared with real-world NRHOs.273

Analogously, circular models, with a constant Earth-Moon eccentricity, generate274

an absolute error of about 11 000 km km on the NRHO aposelene coordinate [27].275

Classic 3-body models are even less rigorous when applied to relative dynam-276

ics analysis, compared to FER4BP. The available relative trajectories result to277

be diverging in the short time, just after few minutes. At large distance from278

the Moon (e.g. ∼ 104 km), CR3BP and ER3BP trajectories fully diverge from279

the Full Ephemeris dynamics propagation; underlining how relative dynamics280

based on simplified dynamical models is misleading with respect to a realistic281

scenario. The errors are in the order of 500 m, after 1 h of propagation, as can282
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(a) Large distance from the Moon, ∼ 104 km (i.e. NRHO aposelene). Target location out of figure

axes.

T

(b) Close distance from the Moon, ∼ 103 km (i.e. NRHO periselene). Target location indicated

with label T .

Figure 3: Relative dynamics in Cislunar space propagated for 1 h with CR3BP, ER3BP and

FER4BP (Ephemeris) dynamical models to compare the predicted trajectories. The target

is orbiting on a L2 NRHO. The initial relative state, x, is 1 km along the x̂ direction of the

Synodic reference frame. The target is located at the origin of the relative coordinate frame.
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be seen from Figure 3a. In the presented example, the relative motion is initial-283

ized with a relative state of 1 km along the x̂ direction of the Synodic reference284

frame, and the relative dynamics is set in the vicinity of the aposelene of a L2285

NRHO. Figure 3b shows an analogous simulation at a closer distance from the286

Moon (e.g. ∼ 103 km), which is associated with the periselene of a L2 NRHO.287

In this case, the classic 3-body models have a slower divergence with respect to288

the FER4BP. However, the error in the relative trajectories is in the order of289

∼ 100 m after 1 hour of propagation. In general, CR3BP and ER3BP provide290

worse results in the region of the aposelene of non-Keplerian Earth-Moon orbits,291

since, at a larger distance from the Moon, the perturbing forces have a stronger292

effect.293

The weak points of the classic restricted 3-body models may be summarized294

as follows:295

• null or constant eccentricity, which has an effect on the aposelene location296

[27, 38];297

• lack the Sun’s gravity, which has an effect on the inclination of the "line298

of orbit apses" [35].299

3. Guidance and Control Functions for 6DOF Rendezvous300

Guidance and control functions proposed in this paper are based on the

direct implementation of the dynamics equations into the guidance and con-

trol algorithms. This work is not considering the control actuation and, hence,

the discussion about 6DOF guidance and control is concluded when the nom-

inal control acceleration profiles are available. In fact, the output of the con-

trol functions is a vector of translational accelerations in inertial frame I and

a vector of angular accelerations in chaser body-fixed frame C. These con-

trol acceleration vectors, respectively aC and αC , are directly summed to the

chaser orbit-attitude dynamics. As a consequence, considering the formulation

in Equations (6) and (12) or, in alternative, Equation (13) if linearized transla-

tional dynamics is used, the controlled relative orbit-attitude dynamics equation
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are:

¨̃x = ẍ + aC , (15)

δ ˙̃ωC = δω̇C +αC . (16)

It shall be noted that the full ephemeris equations are set in an inertial reference301

frame and the only external quantities are the positions of the celestial bodies;302

these can be retrieved from Chebyshev series or pre-saved lookup table versions303

of the ephemerides in order to have a light and fast implementation [39].304

3.1. Energy Optimal Guidance and Control305

The energy optimal rendezvous problem can be solved because the absolute

dynamics of the chaser is controlled by a control variable,

u =

[
aCx

aCxmax
,

aCy

aCymax
,

aCz

aCzmax
,

αC1

αC1max
,

αC2

αC2max
,

αC3

αC3max

]T
, (17)

which is representative of the 6DOF normalized control accelerations, respec-306

tively defined in the inertial frame I and in the chaser body-fixed frame C, as307

the relative controlled equations of motion in Equations (15) and (16). Both308

are expressed in cartesian coordinates. For sake of simplicity, it is assumed that309

aCimax = 1 ms−2 and αCjmax = 1 rads−2, for i = x, y, z and j = 1, 2, 3. All six310

controls are bounded: −1 ≤ u ≤ 1.311

3.1.1. Solution of the Optimal Control Problem312

Classic solutions of the optimal control problem are based on indirect meth-313

ods relying on analytical relations and the conditions for optimality require the314

solution of a two-point boundary value problem. It is well known that indirect315

methods ensure rapid convergence of good starting guesses, but most of the316

difficulties are related to the high sensitivity to the initial co-states. The selec-317

tion of a good initial guess for the co-states is difficult and time consuming, as318

described in [28].319

For the applications discussed in this paper, a more robust method is needed:320

the optimal rendezvous problem is solved with direct methods, parametrizing321
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only the control variable and converting the optimal control problem into a322

non-linear programming problem, with a direct transcription process. Direct323

methods require often a large computation effort, but they are usually robust324

and can accommodate path constraints.325

The solution of a generic non-linear programming problem is a vector of n

variables, p, that minimizes a scalar objective function:

min
p

F (p), (18)

subject to m equality or inequality constraints:

bl ≤ c(p) ≤ bu, (19)

and bounds:

pl ≤ p ≤ pu. (20)

The equality constraints are obtained imposing bl = bu.326

With direct methods, the differential dynamic constraints of the indirect327

optimal rendezvous problem are converted into a set of algebraic constraints.328

3.1.2. Numerical Implementation329

The optimality in terms of minimum energy control (i.e. minimum quadratic)

is achieved defining the scalar objective function in Equation (18) as:

F (p̄) =
1

2

∫
t̄

u|Tp̄ (t) u|p̄(t) dt, (21)

where t̄ is the rendezvous time from t0 to tf . The integral is computed nu-330

merically, from the control parametrization functions, knowing just the value of331

p̄.332

A constrained minimization algorithm is applied to solve the non-linear pro-333

gramming problem associated with the direct transcription of the optimal con-334

trol. The algorithm exploits a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method335

to solve the rendezvous. The initial guess for the parameters in the vector p336

is random, normally distributed within the bounds for the parameters. The337

initial guess for the rendezvous time of flight (TOF) is given according to the338
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desired order of magnitude for tf . The differential equations are integrated with339

a variable-step, variable-order (VSVO) Adams-Bashforth-Moulton solver.340

3.1.3. Control Parametrization341

The rendezvous path can be discretized in multiple arcs connected by patch

points and, without increasing the complexity of the control actions, different

parameterizations are possible. In this research work, best results have been

obtained with polynomials and Fourier series representations. Polynomials up

to the third degree and Fourier series up to the fourth order are proposed. The

limitations in the degree of the expansions are motivated to limit the number

of involved parameters, thus, the dimension n of the non-linear programming

(NLP) problem. The control parametrization with a second-degree polynomial

for the translational control and a with a fourth order Fourier series for the

rotation control results in:

aC(t) = a0 + a1

(
t

tref

)
+ a2

(
t

tref

)2

, (22)

αC(t) =
α0

2
+

4∑
k=1

[
αk cos

(
kτ

t

tref

)
+βk sin

(
kτ

t

tref

)]
, (23)

where al for l = 0, 1, 2, αm for m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, βn for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and τ342

are 3× 1 parameters vectors defined, respectively, in the reference frames I and343

C. The reference time, tref , is needed to non-dimensionalize the time, t, in the344

parametrized control functions. The physical dimensions of these parameters345

are defined according to the physical quantity they are parametrizing. These pa-346

rameters compose the vector of unknown variables, p =
[
aT
l ,α

T
m,β

T
n , τ

T, tf

]T
,347

to be found solving the problem in Equation (18). The choice of a reference348

time equal to the rendezvous arc time of flight, tref = tf , has proved to work349

effectively [28]. In this case, the dimension n of the NLP associated to the en-350

ergy optimal rendezvous problem is 40: 9 are the parameters for aC(t), 30 are351

the parameters for αC(t) and 1 parameter is tf .352

Alternative control parameterizations have been investigated in previous lit-353

erature works [24, 28, 40], but the one discussed in this section guarantees a354
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good compromise between robustness and fast convergence of the guidance and355

control algorithm for the considered example applications. The authors suggest356

leaving enough freedom in setting the control parametrization for alternative357

problems. However, in general, the one presented in this paper shall be consid-358

ered as an upper level for the parametrization complexity, since more elaborated359

control laws typically converge to simpler ones, providing computed solutions360

with negligible higher degree terms in the series. The usage of shorter expansion361

shall be carefully supervised to exclude the risk of sub-optimal over constrained362

solutions, in particular when non-linear perturbed dynamics is used.363

3.1.4. Rendezvous Constraints364

The constraints in Equation (19) are obtained from numerical integration365

of the controlled rendezvous dynamics in Equations (15) and (16). In fact,366

given a generic vector p̄ the relative dynamics has a certain evolution; the367

relative states at the end of the particular rendezvous simulations have to satisfy368

the imposed boundary conditions at the final time. The non-linear FER4BP369

controlled dynamics is used for rendezvous constraints evaluation.370

In practical rendezvous scenarios, the position vector of the docking/berthing

point will be likely displaced from the center of mass of the target spacecraft.

It follows, the docking boundary condition at final time will be related to the

6DOF configuration of the lunar gateway driven by its absolute orbit-attitude

dynamics. The definition of an error state vector, [xε; ẋε; δqε; δωε], between the

relative orbit-attitude state of the chaser and a desired final relative condition,

[xd; ẋd; δqd; δωd], allows applying the boundary conditions to any rendezvous

problem: 

xε = x(tf )− xd

ẋε = ẋ(tf )− ẋd

δqε = δq(tf )× δq−1
d

δωε = δω(tf )− δωd.

(24)

In particular, all the relative states in Equation (24) can be obtained directly371
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with a difference from the desired final condition, except for the quaternions372

which require the successive rotation operator. Then, the null final condition373

can be applied to the error state vector. During the study, faster convergence374

properties have been observed when the constraint on the final relative quater-375

nion is not enforced in vectorial form as δq(tf ) = [0,±1], or δqε = [0,±1], but376

in scalar form: H(δq4(tf )) = 1− δq2
4(tf ) = 0, or H(δqε4) = 1− δq2

ε4 = 0, where377

H(·) is the scalar quaternion constraint function.378

4. Vision-based Navigation Functions for 6DOF Rendezvous379

Navigation functions, similarly to what has been discussed for the guidance380

and control functions in Section 3, are based on 6DOF equations of motion in381

multi-body gravitational environment. A vision-based only navigation technique382

is presented in this paper to prove its feasibility for applications in Cislunar en-383

vironment. This is motivated by the fact that it can be integrated with the384

6DOF guidance and control functions, by exploiting a single navigation archi-385

tecture based on optical sensors, to estimate both translational and rotational386

relative states. Moreover, it guarantees the largest applicability of the proposed387

methods, with passively cooperative spacecraft, or even with non-cooperative388

or unknown targets. The only constraint of vision-based navigation is related389

with the relative distances between the two spacecraft. Thus, despite the broad390

range of distances involved during terminal rendezvous operations in Cislunar391

orbits, the navigation techniques introduced in this section are suitable for short392

distances relative navigation approaches (i.e. < 1 km). At far-range, coupled393

6DOF navigation is typically not considered and the relative states estimation394

is based on alternative navigation techniques [41].395

4.1. Vision-based Navigation Architecture396

The navigation algorithm assumes that the only available data are provided397

by two cameras placed on the chaser and by markers located on the target, but398

it can be easily extended to different visual navigation settings. In principle, a399
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Figure 4: Relative navigation architecture: block diagram.

known pattern of markers can provide closed-form solution of the P-n-P prob-400

lem. However, the architecture with a stereo camera, allows us to easily adapt401

the algorithm and extend it to approaches around unknown objects. The chaser402

is assumed to collect and track N known feature points on the target. The403

adopted reference frames for both target and chaser are introduced in Section 2.404

The proposed architecture for relative navigation of a chaser satellite with405

respect to a passively cooperative target is summarized in the block diagram in406

Figure 4.407

This architecture is tightly coupled. In fact, the measurements are directly408

processed by the navigation filter. The filter processes the features extracted409

by the two cameras to compute the relative target/chaser position and attitude.410

In the observation model of the camera, the knowledge of feature points on the411

target is assumed. Since the observation model depends on both position and412

attitude of the target spacecraft, the navigation filter has to be coupled and413

non-linear.414

4.1.1. Dynamical Model415

The state vector of the filter is defined as:

v = [xT, ẋT, δqT, δωT
C ]T, (25)
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Figure 5: Pinhole camera model.

from the 6DOF relative states defined in Section 2.2. The state dynamics inside416

the filter is assumed to evolve according to the models presented in Section 2.2.1.417

In particular, for the relative translational dynamics, the linearized model with-418

out perturbations, in Equation (13), is adopted. For the rotational dynamics,419

the relative attitude in Equation (12) is used, assuming a perturbation-free mo-420

tion.421

4.1.2. Observation Model422

A simple pinhole model [42] was used as camera model. It assumes that all423

the light rays travel through an infinitely small hole and are projected onto an424

image frame. No lenses are used to focus the light and, therefore, distortion is425

not considered. Using prospective geometry rules, it is possible to mathemat-426

ically describe the relationship between the 3D coordinates of a generic point427

and the 2D coordinates of its projection onto the image plane of the camera.428

Looking at Figure 5, a derivation of how the coordinates of the point x̄P = [u, v],

in the image plane, depend on the coordinates of a real-world point, XP = [x, y, z],

is provided. Assuming the chaser body-fixed reference frame C aligned with the

left camera center of projection, and to have a stereo rig composed by two

cameras, with focal length f , separated by a given baseline b, the following

expressions are derived:

uL(i) = f
xi
zi

(26)
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vL(i) = f
yi
zi

(27)

where uL(i) and vL(i) are the u, v coordinates in the image plane of the left429

camera, with ρi = [xi, yi, zi] being a generic feature point in the chaser frame430

C. Similarly, for the right camera:431

uR(i) = f
xi + b

zi
(28)

vR(i) = f
yi
zi

(29)

Finally, lLi = [uL(i), vL(i)] and lRi = [uR(i), vR(i)] can be defined. Given

this camera model, at each time step, the discrete measurement vector provided

by the cameras is:

zi = [lLi, lRi] (30)

Please, keep in mind that zi is function of the relative 6DOF state being ρi =432

CAI x + R(δq)Pi, where Pi is the position vector of the i-th feature point in433

the target body-fixed frame T .434

4.1.3. Estimation Procedure435

The assumed observation model is non-linear. For this reason, it is neces-436

sary to adopt a non-linear filtering technique. The more common techniques,437

i.e. Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), were438

taken into account. One of the main drivers for navigation filters is their com-439

putational cost. Thus, an EKF, instead of an UKF, has been adopted. In fact,440

for the latter filter, the state dynamics have to be propagated at each time step441

for 2n sigma points, where n is the number of states (n = 13 in this case).442

5. Rendezvous Scenario443

Operational concepts for rendezvous with a large space structure in Cislunar444

space have been recently proposed by different authors [29, 18], who highlighted445
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the relevance of orbit-attitude coupling in the rendezvous GNC design. This446

outcome is also applicable to Earth orbits rendezvous with extended space in-447

frastructures [43, 44].448

A rendezvous application scenario with a passively cooperative target or-449

biting on a lunar L2 NRHO, with an orbital period of ∼ 7 d and periselene450

altitude of ∼ 3000 km, is discussed in this research work, in accordance with451

existing feasibility studies about the Lunar Gateway. The case study is used452

to present the GNC developments proposed in this paper, to define an ideal453

rendezvous strategy, and to quantify a possible set of rendezvous trajectories454

that are inherently safe and optimized in terms of required ∆V .455

Specifically, the terminal rendezvous operations can be macroscopically di-456

vided into three phases identified by the order-of-magnitude of the relative dis-457

tances between chaser and target:458

1. Far-range rendezvous, from ∼ 10 000 km to a 100 km distance;459

2. Close-range rendezvous, from 100 km to 1 km distance;460

3. Final approach rendezvous, from 1 km up to docking/berthing with the461

target.462

During far-range rendezvous the chaser is controlled in absolute position,463

with open-loop impulsive maneuvers for orbit control, while the relative GNC464

starts to be effective from the close-range phase. The goal of the far-range465

rendezvous is to reach a final state relative to the target spacecraft, defined ac-466

cording to its motion on the operational orbit. Hence, the far-range rendezvous467

is also exploited to accurately phase the two spacecraft before the close-range468

rendezvous. In this phase, the chaser attitude state is completely decoupled from469

the one of the target, and it is defined to satisfy the chaser system requirements.470

Close-range rendezvous begins with a departure from a holding-point. The471

position of the chaser is controlled relatively to the one of the target, impulsive472

and continuous thrust maneuvers are used. Attitude state is still decoupled from473

the target rotational motion, however, the orientation of the chaser is defined474

to satisfy optical navigation requirements.475
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Final approach rendezvous is entirely within the domain of a coupled 6DOF476

GNC, with optical navigation techniques. The low relative distances between477

chaser and target requires continuous closed-loop forced translation for safety478

reasons. Final approach rendezvous is further subdivided in a closing phase to479

acquire a holding-point which is geometrically in line with the docking/berthing480

point, and in a final translation keeping the chaser attitude aligned with the one481

of the target. During the whole final approach rendezvous, the attitude control482

is entirely coupled with the position control in order to satisfy navigation (e.g.483

camera pointing) and docking (e.g. docking port alignment) requirements.484

5.1. Rendezvous Guidance and Control485

Rendezvous trajectories are computed exploiting the dynamics and the GNC486

functions as described in the previous sections. The different rendezvous phases487

are associated to different guidance and control functions, as will be discussed488

hereafter.489

5.1.1. Far-range490

The chaser (i.e. automated transfer vehicles) will have to reach the target491

(i.e. Cislunar gateway) from different locations, such as the Earth, the Moon or492

a different non-Keplerian orbit, within a reasonable time and cost. Therefore, a493

preliminary analysis involves the design of a trajectory connecting the departure494

point with the desired rendezvous location. Far-range rendezvous starts, nomi-495

nally, at a holding point HP0, located 10 000 km away from the target vehicle.496

A dedicated phasing according to the departure point of the chaser shall be497

designed in order to synchronize the chaser spacecraft on the operational orbit498

of the target at the holding point HP1, reaching a relative distance of about499

100 km. A description of feasible phasing strategies was treated by Bucci [32].500

The rationale behind the present study is the passive safety of the consid-501

ered trajectories, i.e. guaranteeing that the natural motion of the chaser vehicle502

does not approach the target in case of missed maneuver. Thus, the center503

eigenvector is deemed the most suitable direction to locate both HP0 and HP1504
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Figure 6: Parametric analysis of ∆V needed to connect HP0 and HP1.

point: targeting this phase-space direction, a vehicle will hover around the tar-505

get in a safe way, neither approaching nor going away from it. This dynamical506

behavior allows for safe go/no-go windows, hovering motion, inspection, and507

other activities or contingencies that need time while in proximity of the tar-508

get. Furthermore, the center eigenvector denotes infinite locations on the center509

manifold of the orbit. The holding point may be placed according to a given510

criterion; within this study, such criterion is the distance from the target at the511

beginning of the arc.512

The location of HP0 and HP1, together with the TOF employed to connect513

the two points, dictate the total ∆V budget needed for such arc. Figure 6514

depicts a parametric plot:515

• The horizontal axis represents the location of HP1. Using the aposelene as516

reference point for the rendezvous sequence, the location of HP1 is given517

in days before the aposelene.518

• The color code parametrizes the time of flight between HP0 and HP1.519

• The vertical axis report the corresponding ∆V for such connection.520

The ∆V depends, naturally, also on the distances of HP0 and HP1 from521

the target. The presented parametric study does not consider variations of that522

distance, which nevertheless have a minor impact on the ∆V budget.523
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(a) Dispersion of HP1 location. (b) Signed distance from nominal HP1 loca-

tion.

Figure 7: Monte Carlo analysis of far-range rendezvous.

Furthermore, it is noted that the maneuver atHP0 will, generally, be affected524

by an execution error. The transfer will then need correction, since HP1 will525

be reached before or after the nominal time, with a given dispersion. Figure 7a526

depicts a Monte-Carlo analysis, showing the cloud of points reached by an open-527

loop far-range transfer, implementing an hypothetical 0.5% magnitude error on528

the maneuver at HP0.529

The dispersion can be mitigated, by tuning the actual location of HP1 to530

take into account the 3σ variation of its position, or, conversely, by tuning the531

time of flight. As noted by the aligned pattern depicted in Figure 7a, all the532

points are clustered along the relative velocity direction. Additionally, Figure 7b533

depicts the histogram of the distance reached after the nominal time of flight,534

which can be correlated to time error as the relative velocity is known. The535

sign of the distance indicates the location prior or after the nominal point. A536

precise targeting of HP1 would require correction maneuvers in order to begin537

the close-range rendezvous phase as close as possible to the nominal holding538

location. This is intrinsically related to the open-loop impulsive rendezvous539

maneuvers characterizing the far-range phase.540
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5.1.2. Close-range541

The nominal start of the close-range phase is denoted by the holding point542

HP1, 100 km away from the target. The close-range rendezvous is performed543

with two impulsive maneuvers to connect the holding point HP1 to the hold-544

ing point HP2, at 1 km from target. The current strategy is motivated by a545

minimization of the rendezvous ∆V and by the passive safety enforcement.546

Passive safety is guaranteed by designing HP1 on the center manifold direc-547

tion, as described previously in Section 5.1.1. The arrival point for the close-548

range rendezvous, HP2, lies on the unstable manifold of the target orbit. With549

this strategy, if failures occur after reaching HP2 and no departure burn is per-550

formed, the chaser will safely start drifting away with a spiralling relative motion551

from the target without entering the Keep-out-Sphere (KOS) with radius 1 km,552

as shown in Figure 8. Moreover, if no braking burn occurs, the chaser will safely553

go away without getting closer to the target. Note that the former condition554

not only allows one to avoid a dangerous close proximity of the chaser to the555

target, but it also allows for a subsequent chance to again perform the transfer556

to HP2. In fact, the unstable manifold guarantees a safe drift away, but its time557

scale is slow enough to allow recovery (e.g. 10 km in a NRHO orbital period of558

7 d). It is remarked that, if the final approach rendezvous phase is not started559

immediately after the completion of the close-range rendezvous phase, an active560

station keeping action must be performed to avoid the departure of the chaser561

in the unstable manifold direction.562

Along the close-range rendezvous trajectory, between HP1 and HP2, the563

chaser may not exactly lie on the unstable manifold direction, approaching from564

a holding point on the center one. Hence, the passive safety drift could be not565

guaranteed in any case. Moreover, an error in the direction of the maneuver566

execution, may lead to dangerous approaching trajectories. In these cases, the567

passive safety design can be coupled with a closed-loop control that can enforce568

active safety at any time [27]. However, the unstable modes are predominant569

over the center ones [31], especially within the assumptions of FER4BP, where570
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Figure 8: Close-range rendezvous final part: arrival at HP2 with failures and passive safety

enforcement. None of the trajectories enter inside the KOS.

every non-CR3BP acceleration may be considered as a perturbation that triggers571

the divergent motion away from the target. Furthermore, the long time scales of572

the natural motion (i.e. in the order of days) always allow ample time window573

for contingency recoveries. These considerations thus support the passive safety574

design logic.575

Figure 9 shows the close-range rendezvous arc in the relative LVLH frame576

and highlights the chaser approaching the target from the negative V-bar, with577

a free drift motion in the 3-dimensional LVLH space. This picture is relevant578

to understand the relative distance between chaser and target during close-579

range rendezvous phase. The arc from HP1 and HP2 is computed in open-580

loop, optimizing the 2-burns impulsive maneuvers to perform it. The ballistic581

arc allows time for orbit determination and navigation, in order to reduce the582

dispersion on the state at HP2. The position of this holding-point is set on the583

1 km KOS, which is sufficient to guarantee the keep-out condition at 3σ with a584

navigation dispersion of 100 m and 1 cm/s (3σ).585

In alternative, close-range rendezvous can be performed exploiting continu-586
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Figure 9: Close-range rendezvous with impulsive maneuvers.

ous thrust maneuvers. The continuous thrust trajectory is designed and opti-587

mized with the guidance and control algorithms described in Section 3.1. De-588

spite the fact that these algorithms are developed for the final translation phase589

of the rendezvous, they can be applied also to close-range phase, when cross-link590

relative navigation data are present. In this case, the rendezvous trajectories591

are computed exploiting fully relative guidance and control methods in closed-592

loop; while, in the impulsive case presented before, the rendezvous trajectories593

are obtained with an open-loop targeting method on the final relative position594

state.595

Figure 10 shows the close-range trajectory with continuous thrust closed-596

loop control, which is different from the analogous in Figure 9. The forced597

motion provides a more direct path to the second holding point, avoiding the598

∼ 10 km overshoot on the negative R-bar direction.599

The presented continuous thrust rendezvous in Figure 10 is optimized in600

terms of ∆V . However, this rendezvous strategy requires higher ∆V s with601

respect to the impulsive one; it is convenient in terms of time of flight and in602

terms of control over the rendezvous path, since it does not have any ballistic603
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Figure 10: Close-range rendezvous with continuous thrust.

arc driven by the natural dynamics. Moreover, closed-loop continuous thrust604

rendezvous is more robust with respect to execution errors and the final targeting605

point is achieved within the accuracy of the GNC subsystem.606

The required ∆V and TOF to perform close-range rendezvous is reported in607

Table 1, both for impulsive strategy and for continuous thrust strategy.608

5.1.3. Final Approach609

The final approach phase begins at the limit of the KOS and it considers a610

full relative 6DOF GNC with path constraints. This last phase is characterized611

by a forced motion actuated by a closed-loop 6DOF control, with vision-based612

relative navigation.613

Table 1: Close-range ∆V and TOF.

Impulsive Continuous

∆V 2.78 m/s 8.74 m/s

TOF 20 h 10 h
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The final approach phase is actually subdivided in two sub-phases: the clos-614

ing sub-phase and the final translation sub-phase. The former connects HP2 on615

the 1 km KOS with a point, HP3 of the Final-Approach-Sphere (FAS), which is616

a further keep-out-zone separating the final translation.617

The FAS is set at 200 m from the target, which is sufficient to guarantee618

the keep-out condition at 3σ with the navigation dispersion lower than 1 m619

and 0.1 cm/s (3σ), as discussed in Section 5.2. Inside the FAS, the trajec-620

tory is assumed to be a straight line in LVLH reference frame along the dock-621

ing/berthing point axis. In this paper, a final translation along the R-bar is622

presented. However, no particular difference exists if the V-bar or the H-bar is623

selected: the forced motion completely overcome the extremely slow dynamics624

at the aposelene of NRHO. In addition, inside the FAS the maximum relative625

velocity allowed by the GNC functions is 10 cm/s, so that a Collision Avoidance626

Maneuver (CAM) can be performed in time if any failure occurs (e.g. wrong627

direction/magnitude of the control action). The trajectories of the closing and628

the final translation sub-phases are reported in Figure 11, while ∆V s and TOFs629

are listed in Table 2. Figure 12 shows relative distance and relative velocity630

trends during the final approach phase. The constraints on the maximum rela-631

tive velocity during the final translation sub-phase are respected.632

Inside the KOS, the pointing of the cameras and the alignment of the dock-633

ing mechanism of chaser are mandatory for a correct rendezvous maneuver.634

Figure 13 shows relative quaternion and relative angular velocity in the final635

approach phase. During the closing sub-phase, the attitude of the chaser is636

aligned and synchronized with the one of the target spacecraft, in preparation637

Table 2: Final Approach ∆V and TOF.

Closing Final translation

∆V 0.81 m/s 0.16 m/s

TOF 1 h 1 h
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Figure 11: Final approach rendezvous.
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Figure 12: Final approach rendezvous: linear motion.

of the final translation, which is characterized by a null relative attitude dy-638

namics.639

The nominal absolute attitude of the target is related to its system require-640

ments. At the aposelene of the NRHO, the rotational dynamics is extremely641

slow, as discussed in [16, 45]. Accurate attitude control actuators are required;642

angular momentum exchange devices are suggested for the final approach atti-643

tude control. In the presented scenario, the angular momentum to exchange is644

lower than 100 Nms.645
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Figure 13: Final approach rendezvous: rotational motion.

5.2. Rendezvous Navigation646

Navigation during rendezvous is dependent from the actual rendezvous phase,647

according to the relative distance between chaser and target. The proposed648

vision-based navigation techniques apply to the final approach phase. A discus-649

sion on navigation at larger distances, when coupled 6DOF visual navigation650

is not applicable, is included to have a complete overview of the proposed ren-651

dezvous GNC.652

5.2.1. Far-range and Close-range653

Far-range and close-range rendezvous phases can be associated to operations654

where the relative distance between chaser and target does not allow optical nav-655

igation (i.e. greater than 1 km). In these cases, orbit determination is typically656

obtained by considering Earth-based measurements.657

However, in the last decades, several different methods for autonomous orbit658

determination have been proposed. These methodologies can be divided into659

individual autonomy, when a single spacecraft can estimate its own state, and660

constellation autonomy when through relative measurements it is possible to661

obtain the state estimation of the complete constellation simultaneously. From662

the 80’s, the main space agencies were interested in proposing sensors and algo-663

rithms to introduce individual autonomy for orbit determination [46]. Most of664

the proposed techniques for individual autonomy are based on sensing the vector665
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to a large body, such as the direction of the Earth, Earth’s limb [47] or Earth’s666

magnetic field [48] and even X-ray pulsars [49]. To guarantee constellation au-667

tonomy, useful during close-range phase, it is necessary to add some relative668

measurements. These additional measurements can include angles to the other669

spacecraft obtained by optical tracking, cross-link range or doppler. The use670

of a cross-link in a constellation to enhance navigation was first introduced by671

Markley [50]. Yim [51], instead proposed autonomous orbit determination us-672

ing only optical trackers without, however, guaranteeing the same estimation673

accuracy. One of the most common navigation techniques for non-Keplerian674

orbits is the liaison method, introduced by Hill & al. [41]. In their study, they675

present an autonomous relative navigation technique exploiting only cross-link676

range without any ground tracking. This kind of navigation technique, however,677

is applicable only to specific relative orbits. Summarizing, for far-range naviga-678

tion, the proposed baseline is to use ground tracking for the chaser spacecraft,679

and to include also relative cross-link measurements for relative navigation at680

close-range.681

5.2.2. Final Approach682

The final approach phase is considered as simulation scenario for the valida-683

tion of navigation functions in Section 4. Short distances are needed to resolve684

the target in the sensor frame with the desired resolution to apply precise im-685

age processing techniques. In fact, the vision-based relative navigation can be686

applied only when the target is sufficiently large on the camera sensor. This687

condition is dictated by the dimension of the target, the field of view, the res-688

olution and the baseline between the cameras. In this study, a portion of the689

final approach ranging from 200m to 10m (i.e. the final translation sub-phase)690

has been considered.691

The proposed relative navigation architecture is validated through numeri-692

cal simulations. The relative translational dynamics between the two spacecraft693

is reproduced by integrating the full non-linear equations, including pertur-694

bations effect. For the relative rotational dynamics, equations introduced in695
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Section 2.2.1 are used considering, also in this case, the perturbations acting on696

the spacecraft.697

5.2.3. Measurement Generation698

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed navigation filter, simu-699

lated sets of 2D point features are generated. Specifically, N 3D feature points700

are randomly generated on the target according to a uniform distribution along701

each of the three axes, considering the target dimensions. The evolution of these702

points in the chaser reference frame CCl is then computed according to the true703

relative position and attitude. Hence, the 3D position of each detected feature704

point is projected on the image plane of the right and left camera. The obtained705

2D coordinates are modified to account for potential errors introduced by the706

image processing. Also in this case, a Gaussian white noise is added to the pixel707

coordinates of each point feature, whose standard deviation (σpix) is expressed708

in terms of a certain number of pixel. In this work, the focal length is assumed709

equal to f = 30mm and a camera resolution of 2048 x 2048.710

5.2.4. Feature Points711

A set ofM feature points on the target spacecraft are assumed to be known.712

These points can be representative of LEDs or visual markers placed on the713

target spacecraft. This set of points is extracted uniformly at each simulation714

to test the filter robustness for random configurations of feature points. For the715

numerical validation, uniform extraction of the feature points has been assumed716

within the following boundaries: bx = [−1.2; 1.2], by = [−2; 2], bz = [−1.2; 1.2].717

5.2.5. Results718

The relative position error is defined as:

eρ =
√

(xi − x̂i)2 + (yi − ŷi)2 + (zi − ẑi)2 (31)

where x̂, ŷ, ẑ are the position components estimates.719

And the relative attitude error is computed as:

eθ = 2 cos−1(qe0) (32)
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where in our notation, qe0 is the scalar part of the error quaternion qe =720

q× q̂−1.721

5.2.6. Nominal Scenario722

For the nominal scenario, a statistical analysis of 50 runs has been conducted.723

The initial conditions are extracted from a Gaussian distribution with mean724

equal to the true state and covariance given by the initial state covariance matrix725

P. The initial state covariance matrix P is selected as:726

P = diag([σρ
2, σρ̇

2, σq
2, σω

2]) (33)

with:727

• σρ
2 = [1, 1, 1] m728

• σρ̇
2 = [1, 1, 1] · 10−1 m/s729

• σq
2 = [1, 1, 1, 1] · 10−5

730

• σω
2 = [1, 1, 1] · 10−1 deg/s731

The filter is run at 1Hz with a noise associated to the feature extraction732

of σpix = 1. In this first simulation, a set of 25 feature points is considered.733

Figures 14a and 14b show mean relative position and attitude errors, averaged734

for each time step over the 50 runs.735

Figures 14a and 14b show a fast convergence of the filter and acceptable736

errors if considering close approach or monitoring scenarios. In particular, the737

error in the estimation of the relative position is lower than 0.1m and the relative738

attitude error is always lower than 0.2◦ at steady state.739

5.2.7. Noise Sensitivity Analysis740

The robustness of the proposed algorithm over the noise value is analyzed. A741

sensitivity analysis over σpix is performed. The nominal scenario is propagated742

with a noise standard deviation ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 pixels. This value is the743

measurement noise associated and added to each of the feature points during744
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Figure 14: Navigation errors: final translation sub-phase from 200 m to 10 m.
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Figure 15: Noise sensitivity analysis.

the measurements generation. The initial conditions and the tuning of the filter745

are kept constant for all the different test cases. The results of such analysis746

are shown in Figures 15a and 15b, where the errors associated with the feature747

extraction noise of the nominal scenario (i.e. σpix = 1) are almost identical to748

those reported in Figures 14a and 14b, even if the scales of the vertical axes in749

the plots are different.750

As expected, both relative position and attitude errors increase with increas-751

ing noise level. Also in the most pessimistic considered case, the filter is able to752

correctly estimate the relative spacecraft pose.753
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Figure 16: Feature points sensitivity analysis.

5.2.8. Number of Feature Points Sensitivity Analysis754

Another important aspect to take into account is the number of considered755

feature points. In this sensitivity analysis, the nominal scenario with fixed initial756

conditions and tuning, varying the number of known feature points, has been757

simulated. In particular, a number of feature points M swinging from 10 to758

30 has been considered. The noise level is kept at σpix = 1. Modifying the759

number of feature points implies modifying the measurements and therefore760

the measurement equation in the EKF. Analogously, the trends of the different761

estimation errors are reported in Figures 16a and 16b.762

These plots show how, increasing the number of feature points, the estimate763

of both relative position and attitude improves. However, for the presented764

simulation, considering more than 25 feature points, the benefit of adding more765

features is reduced and, therefore, it may only represent an additional, ineffec-766

tive computational cost. As general consideration, a higher number of feature767

points (25-30) is always preferable to improve the overall estimation error (up768

to 40% with respect to the case of 10 feature points) and also to guarantee769

robustness against potential outliers. Furthermore, the particular navigation770

filter formulation, not considering the feature points in the state vectors, limits771

the increment of the computational effort to a larger observation matrix.772
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6. Conclusions773

The paper presented a set of Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC)774

functions to deal with the problem of 6 degrees of freedom (6DOF) rendezvous775

in multi-body Cislunar environment, proposing guidance strategies, vision-based776

navigation techniques and control laws for a coupled orbit-attitude rendezvous777

and docking. Particular focus on the accurate dynamical modeling required to778

support the GNC design was maintained along the entire discussion, both to779

show the positive capabilities offered to the rendezvous trajectories design and780

to stress the limitations of GNC systems based on incorrect dynamical modeling781

of multi-body Cislunar space.782

Absolute and relative orbit and attitude dynamics were presented and dis-783

cussed. The accuracy of different modelling approaches was compared, showing784

that a Full Ephemeris Restricted 4-Body Problem (FER4BP) is beneficial for785

applications in the Earth-Moon system, with the non-negligible effects of the786

Sun’s gravity. A linearized version of the relative dynamics was presented and787

used for the development of navigation functions, still based on the FER4BP788

accurate model.789

The knowledge of coupled orbit-attitude absolute and relative dynamics in790

Cislunar space resulted to be fundamental in designing proper GNC functions791

and in leveraging natural dynamics to help the rendezvous design process. The792

proximity trajectory design made use of center and unstable modes, existing in793

multi-body non-Keplerian dynamics, to provide useful features, such as hovering794

phases and passive stability of the maneuvers, without active GNC effort.795

The guidance and control design was based on open-loop guidance at far-796

range and closed-loop guidance at close-range. Maneuver cost minimization was797

sought by exploiting the natural dynamics of multi-body Cislunar environment798

and an energy optimal framework. The development based on 6DOF coupled799

dynamics allowed a step further with respect to previous research contributions.800

Navigation functions were developed within a vision-based only architecture,801

proving the feasibility of this navigation method when applied to non-Keplerian802
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multi-body orbits. Visual navigation allowed a 6DOF state estimation, which is803

embedded in the proposed orbit-attitude GNC design, when dealing with closed-804

loop guidance and control. This implementation allows a broad applicability to805

different kinds of spacecraft or, possibly, space objects. The available results806

augmented the set of those existing in literature, proving the performances of a807

navigation system without the use of any sensor different from the optical ones.808

An example rendezvous scenario with a passively cooperative target orbit-809

ing on a lunar L2 NRHO was discussed, applying the proposed GNC functions810

and defining a possible rendezvous strategy with a FER4BP modeling. The lat-811

ter includes a subdivision into different rendezvous phases, connected by hold-812

ing points, and a set of rendezvous trajectories that are inherently safe and813

optimized in terms of required ∆V . Navigation performances and sensitivity814

analyses are discussed as well on the selected example scenario.815

The available results extended those available in literature, often based816

on classic restricted 3-body formulations. The GNC design exploits a Full817

Ephemeris Restricted 4-Body Problem, with Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP), to818

model the coupled translational and rotational dynamics in multi-body Cislunar819

environment, which is an advance with respect to existing literature. The pro-820

posed 6DOF vision-based only navigation architecture was never investigated821

in previous non-Keplerian multi-body research studies. Moreover, an integrated822

GNC design for Cislunar rendezvous, which exploits the natural multi-body dy-823

namics to enhance the relative control performances, was not fully explored by824

other journal articles.825
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